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SMD/2018/0563 Land adjacent to Travellers Rest, Leekbrook

Errors in Published Report

The Location Plan included within the Committee Report is incorrect. 
The correct Location Plan is shown underneath this table*

SMDC Trees and Woodlands Officer

This outline application, also seeking approval of means of access, 
has been amended in both site extent and description, and is now a 
proposal for residential development of up to 30 dwellings. The 
application site, as now amended, is situated to the side (south-west) 
of the now-closed Travellers Rest pub, and comprises the north-
western part of a larger agricultural field fronting Leek Road. There is 
presently no physical demarcation on the ground corresponding to 
the south-eastern boundary of the application site, and the field itself 
continues on steeply rising ground, via a narrowed bottle neck, round 
to the rear (south and east) of the existing established dwellings at 
Spicer Stone.

An indicative layout plan is submitted, showing a possible form of 
development and seeking to demonstrate that the site could 
acceptably accommodate a development of this scale.

There are a few existing trees and stretches of field and garden 
hedging, but these are located at the site boundaries and it is clearly 
evident that a housing layout generally of the scale and form 
indicated could be readily accommodated without harmful impact on 
existing trees and hedgerows. To the south-east of the wider field of 
which the application site forms part lies the extensive Cheddleton 
Heath, a mosaic of woodland, grassland and heathland. The wooded 
sections of the Heath are protected under TPO, and this designation 
runs immediately adjacent to the field containing the application site. 
However, the now amended/reduced extent of the proposal results in 
a substantial separation of over 50m from the TPO woodland 
boundary, and there would be no direct or indirect impacts on these 
protected trees arising from the development. 

I therefore have no objection to this application on grounds of impact 
on trees or hedgerows. 

Other than removal of a section of the existing stone field wall for the 
new access, the proposed scheme would not result in loss of, or 
impact on, physical features forming the structure of the landscape. 
Inevitably, however, there would be a significant change in 
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landscape character within the site, with open agricultural field being 
completely replaced by a residential housing estate.  

In terms of visual impact, the application site is prominently situated 
alongside a busy A road and is visually open with only a modest 
stone field wall along the road frontage boundary. There are 
therefore clear and open views directly into the site, and over the site 
to the landscape beyond. The proposed development would be 
readily and notably visible.

When travelling along the A520 south-westwards away from Leek, 
once past the industrial estates there is a marked change in 
landscape character: to the west side of the road lies the Wardle 
Gardens residential development, initially quite well screened by 
retained mature and new tree cover, becoming visually open around 
the site access road junction and then significantly screened again 
beyond; to the east side of the road is mainly open countryside, with 
sloping fields rising up to a woodland backdrop punctuated by a few 
grouped buildings – notably Spicers Stone Farm and the Travellers 
Rest alongside the road. The road ahead continues into a largely 
wooded, hilly, undeveloped landscape. Again in views particularly to 
the east/south-east/south after leaving the industrial area, there is 
very much a sense of having left the urban area and passing through 
in countryside. This helps to define and reinforce the physical and 
visual separation between the urban settlement of Leek/Leekbrook 
and the village of Cheddleton. The application site itself is not 
appreciably in view until south of the Wardle Gardens junction, when 
that estate is becoming more substantially screened again, and the 
application site is not prominently in view until passing the Travellers 
Rest by which time it is not seen in the same visual context with the 
Wardle Gardens development.

When travelling northwards back to Leek, the application site comes 
into view when heading down the hill from the East Drive/Cheddleton 
Heath Road area and over the railway bridge. At this point, the long-
established Spicer Stone estate is also in view, but is relatively 
small-scale and set well back from the main road. Attention is drawn 
by the largely undeveloped attractive rural landscape of hilly fields 
and woods in the foreground and middle distance, and longer views 
to the more open and dramatic ridgeline of Morridge beyond Leek to 
the north-east. The Wardle Gardens estate is screened by its own 
tree cover and that of the intervening wooded setting of Raven 
House and Brambling House, and is not readily seen until passing 
the Travellers Rest so again the application site is not viewed in the 
same visual context with Wardle Gardens.

The proposed development would introduce an incongruous, 
substantial, suburban estate development character out of keeping 
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with the largely rural landscape within which it would be seen, and 
would erode the open countryside separation between 
Leek/Leekbrook and the village of Cheddleton.          

Public Comments

No further comments received

Officer Comments

The comments received in relation to Landscape impacts reiterates 
and strengthens the landscape and visual impact reason for refusal 
as set out at paragraphs 7.20 to 7.26. 

The proposed development would result in significant and 
demonstrable harm to the landscape character and visual amenity of 
the site contrary to Policies SS1, SS6c, DC1 and DC3 of the Core 
Strategy and paragraph 127 of the NPPF

SMD/2019/0310 Land South Of Thorley Drive, Cheadle, Staffordshire

Site Address

The site address has been omitted from the report title. 
This is provided above

Cheadle Town Council

It was resolved that the Council are very concerned that this application,
if approved, would set a precedent which would allow other Developers 
to provide one application and then amend it to a different application at 
a later date. Council questioned why, at this stage, there was a need for 
revised viability information which the Developers would have already 
considered at the application stage. The Council understand that 
the information contained in the covering letter has been redacted as it 
contains commercially sensitive information but are at a loss as to how 
they then can provide their observations when they do not have all the 
facts and figures.  With regard to any reduction in affordable housing, 
and bearing in mind both the Government and SMDC are resolved that 
more affordable housing is required, Council is unanimous in their 
support for more affordable housing in Cheadle and recommend that the 
Developers should revert to their original plan.     

Letter of objection

You will be well aware that this site was voted in by the slimmest of 
margins, mainly by providing 30% affordable housing for the folk of 
the moorlands especially Cheadle. The builder now wants to reduce 
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the affordable element to a minuscule amount with the threat of profit 
loss as a reason !
The builder was more than happy at the outset but now the local 
people of the moorlands will be paying for his miscalculation or 
greed?
On the 12th April I received an email from Ben Haywood saying 
there would be no change in the amount or mix of affordable housing 
from the original plan. What’s changed?
Keepmoat work with partners but as per today’s agenda “ it is shown 
that Homes England will Not fund the affordables and SMDC has no 
control ,or even if the affordables will happen so it should not be 
taken into account at a vote”
Keepmoat viability letter says “ it works with Homes England to 
explore the opportunity to deliver affordable housing” It does not say 
it will build them just explore- 
Can that be recommended?
It is now up to you to vote correctly and refuse this alteration or else 
you will be the puppets of the builder and all future developers will be 
rubbing their hands

SMD/2019/0123 Upper Moor End Farm, Stoney Lane, Cauldon

No update.

SMD/2019/0136 The Oaklands, Uttoxeter Road, Checkley

16 Objections have been received from local residents. Most have 
questioned the planning merits of the scheme with a prevailing 
concern about a perceived risk that crime could increase and that 
children attending the nearby Checkley Cricket Club could be 
harmed through interaction with the residents. Others are concerned 
about the dwelling providing a poor standard of accommodation and 
the change of use leading to a loss of local character and 
environmental quality; increased noise and anti social behaviour; 
loss of a family dwellinghouse;   loss of single family dwelling house; 
pressures on car parking; dominance of private renting; increased 
pressure upon local services and changes to local retail provision. 
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* SMD/2018/0563 – Correct Location Plan
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